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Assistant Director W. C, SULLIVAN called at 1:40 PM” ~~ 
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today and stated that the physical surveillance should be ets ae discontinued and that the tech should be discontinued when 
Can. , a"? i * ’ 4 ‘ ° - . ‘ ; : > eo oom we Link 

Mr. SULLIVAY instructed that we maintain a spot check ~~ 
on MARINA's activities, and suggested that MC KENZIE, for instance, 
could furnish considerable assistance in this regard. = -~ Sipe 
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Regarding my suggestion that we make a security check —_ 

of the house (since MC KENZIE seems apprehensive for MARINA's. °<-.-* 
safety), Mr. SULLIVAN stated that the Bureau wouldn't go along :— 
with this idea as we would be held responsible, | Sia ae 

Mr. SULLIVAN agreed that we are going to have to keep 
the tech on as long as the mike is on to protect ourselves, and 
he said there is no indication now that MARINA is going to called 
back to Washington, 

Mr. SULLIVAN asked if MC KENZIE rafised the question ...__ 
about checking MARINA's house. I told him that MC KENZIE had | 
said he would like for us to check the place as he is worried ee 
about the thing; that we could tell him to get MARINA out of © *" 
there and I would send a couple of men out there, and no one 
is to know it but you (McKENZIE). There is all this talk about a) 
whether THORNE and MARTIN might be trying to find out whet ig ~. °°: 
going on. XY could suggest that if McKENZIE would get her down: ~ 
to his office where my men can interview her, we could make the 
check of the house. Mr. SULLIVAN said he did not like the fact 
that MC KENZIE would have knowledge that we went into MARINA's -* ~>: 
house on illegal entry. eo et = 2 ee 

. Mr. SULLIVAN said to hold up on the thing and we will | 
see if the trip to Washington doesn't materialize, =. 2° 00-7" 
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